In order to support communication and computation cooperation, we propose a mobile edge cloud-radio access network (ME-RAN) architecture, which consists of mobile edge cloud (ME) as the computation provision platform and radio access network (RAN) as the communication interface. A cooperative offloading framework is proposed to achieve the following tasks: first, to increase user equipment' (UE') computing capacity by triggering offloading action, especially for the UE, which cannot complete the computation locally; second, to reduce the energy consumption for all the UEs by considering limited computing and communication resources. Based on abovementioned objectives, we formulate the energy consumption minimization problem, which is shown to be a non-convex mixed-integer programming. First, decentralized local decision algorithm is proposed for each UE to estimate the possible local resource consumption and decide if offloading is in its interest. This operation will reduce the overhead and signalling in the later stage. Then, centralized decision and resource allocation algorithm (CAR) is proposed to conduct the decision making and resource allocation in ME-RAN. Moreover, two low-complexity algorithms, i.e., UE with largest saved energy consumption accepted first (CAR-E) and UE with smallest required data rate accepted first (CAR-D) are proposed. Simulations show that the performance of the proposed algorithms is very close to the exhaustive search but with much less complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
N OWADAYS, user equipments (UEs) like smartphones and hand-held terminals are enjoying increasing popularity. However, due to limited resources in terms of battery, CPU, storage, etc, UEs are struggling in keeping up with the development of the resource intensive applications.
Mobile cloud computing (MCC) [1] - [3] was proposed to make UEs with computing intensive tasks be able to offload computations to the cloud to increase UEs' experience and prolong their battery life. Several cloud offloading platforms have been studied before, such as ThinkAir [1] , which can migrate the applications from the mobile devices to the cloud. In [4] , MCC has been applied to execute the offloaded computations and a game theoretic approach has been proposed to make the decision for each UE about where to execute the computation. However, the above mentioned MCC systems applied the normal cloud, such as Amazon elastic compute cloud (EC2) [5] , to execute the offloaded computations. In this case, UEs have to send their instructions, along with the data all the way via the Internet to the cloud. This is not beneficial to the UEs with high communication reliability and low latency requirement.
Mobile edge computing (MEC) [6] , by moving a step further, proposes to set the cloud in the network edge. It can significantly reduce the latency of the task execution. Also, this technology is especially welcomed by the network operators, as it can make them go beyond from just the pipe providers, but also the cloud service operators. Furthermore, the operator has the potential to provide better cloud services to the UE than the normal cloud, as the mobile operator not only holds the computing information from the cloud, but also has the wireless channel status such that they can better jointly leverage both communication and computing resource.
Another cloud-based network infrastructure, i.e., cloud radio access network (C-RAN) has also attracted operator's attention recently [7] - [9] . C-RAN moves most of the network computation related tasks to central baseband unit (BBU) pool and distribute low complexity remote radio heads (RRHs) to the whole cell. Due to the centralized management, signals from other UEs can be coordinated and are no longer considered as detrimental interference but useful signals. Because of the centralized processing feature in C-RAN, it is of much interest to set edge cloud right next to RAN side, managed by the mobile operator. In such a case, computing and communication resources may be monitored and processed together and bring 0018-9545 © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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not only good service to the UEs but also increase the profit for the mobile operators. Earlier works on resource allocation and task scheduling in C-RAN with MEC, either consider there is only one UE conducting offloading, such as [2] , or consider there is no interference between each offloaded tasks, such as [10] . However, in wireless access channel, whether one UE decides to offload or not will induce interference to other UEs and affect other UEs' decisions, as the interference may deteriorate other UEs' signals. Some UEs may increase their transmission power to guarantee the high data rate and reliable transmissions. This action may in turn lead to the failure of the other UE's offloading packet transmission. Moreover, some other works, such as [11] - [13] , assumed that the operator always has enough computing resource for all the offloaded UEs or for their communication requirement. However, computation resources are normally limited by the number of available physical machines. Therefore, admission control is normally necessary in managing the offloaded tasks and different level of priority may be imposed to the offloaded UEs. To the best of our knowledge, joint decision making and communication/computation resource allocation for multi-user offloading system considering interference has yet to be tackled, especially when communication and computation resource are limited.
In this paper, by applying C-RAN and MEC, mobile edge cloud-radio access network (ME-RAN) architecture is proposed. ME-RAN is composed of the mobile edge cloud (ME) and RAN. ME hosts both mobile clone (MC) and BBU, where MC and BBU are both implemented by cloud-based virtual machines. In ME-RAN, UEs with computation intensive task can offload it to the MC, whereas BBU is in charge of signal processing related tasks, such as receiving the computations from the UEs in the uplink and returning the results back to UEs. We aim to minimize the total energy consumption of all the UEs, by deciding the offloading set, the energy consumption for each UE (either offloading or conducting the tasks locally), the resource allocation and the receiving beamforming vectors in ME-RAN. The energy consumption minimization problem is formulated to be a mixed-integer non-convex programming, which is hard to solve in general. Exhaustive search is normally applied in this kind of problem but with prohibitive complexity. In this paper, the whole offloading framework is established and low complexity algorithms are proposed with the main contributions summarized as follows:
r To reduce the signaling overhead and traffic between UE and ME-RAN, decentralized local decision algorithm (DLDA) is first proposed for each UE to estimate its possible local resource consumption and then decide if offloading is needed. Estimation model of energy consumption without knowing other UEs' decision and corresponding interference is provided. Only UE with offloading request will participate in the resource competition. This operation can be seen as the pre-screening of the offloading candidates.
r To tackle the obstacle that each UE itself does not have the global information when conducting offloading, Centralized decision and resource Allocation algoRithm (CAR) is proposed to be conducted by ME-RAN to make the decision on which UE can be allowed to offload and the corresponding resource allocation. Offloading priority is given to UEs which cannot complete the task locally. Uplink-downlink duality is employed to establish a link between offloading action from UE side and the available computing and communication resource from ME-RAN. The non-smooth indicator constraint is approximated as a non-convex function and the successive convex approximation (SCA) is applied to deal with this non-convexity. Also, auxiliary variables are applied to make the problem feasible to be solved in ME-RAN.
r Moreover, two low complexity algorithms, i.e., UE with largest saved energy consumption accepted first (CAR-E) and UE with smallest required data rate accepted first (CAR-D) are proposed to quickly conduct the decision making and resource allocation for each UE. The algorithms do not need any complex iteration.
r Simulation results show that with the help of ME-RAN, most of the UEs which previously may not be able to execute the tasks locally now can not only complete the task in required time, but also enjoy high computation resource in edge cloud. Also, total energy consumption of all the UEs can be saved to a large extent compared to other traditional algorithms. Also, simulation shows that the performance of the proposed algorithm is very close to the exhaustive search but with much less complexity. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the whole architecture design and system model of the proposed ME-RAN. Section III analyses the problem and introduces the local pre-screening algorithm, i.e., DLDA. Section IV presents the proposed centralized algorithms, i.e., CAR, followed by Section V with two low complexity algorithms, i.e., CAR-E and CAR-D. Simulation results are presented in Section VI, whereas conclusion is made in Section VII.
Notations: E(x) denotes the expectation of x, CN (0, σ 2 I) denotes the complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean and covariance vector σ 2 I, 's.t.' is short for 'subject to', the log function is the logarithm function with base 2, | · | denotes the size of the set, | · | 0 is the indicator function defined in (19) and || · || stands for either the Euclidean norm of a complex vector or the magnitude of a complex number, depending on the context.
II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Architecture
Assume that there is a ME-RAN network with N UEs, each with one antenna, and J RRHs, each of which has K antennas connecting to the BBU pool through high-speed fiber fronthaul link, as shown in Fig. 1 . Denote the set of the UEs as N = {1, 2, . . . , N} and the set of the RRHs as J = {1, 2, . . . , J}.
Similar to [12] , it is assumed that each UE i has the task U i to be accomplished as
where F i (in cycles) describes the total number of the CPU cycles to be completed, D i (in bits) denotes the whole size of data required to be transmitted to ME-RAN if choosing to offload and T i (in seconds) is the delay constraint that this task has to be accomplished in order to satisfy the UE's quality of service (QoS) requirement.
In ME-RAN, each UE belongs to one of the following sets, according to its own status and current available computing and communication resources: r Rescheduled set R is defined for UEs which neither complete the tasks locally due to lack of computing resource, nor offload due to lack of computing or communication resource. Thus, one has N = L ∪ O ∪ R.
B. Local Execution
For the i-th UE which decides to conduct the task locally, i.e., ∀i ∈ L, the execution time is
where f L i is the computation capability (i.e., CPU cycles per second) for the i-th UE.
Also, the computational power and the energy consumption can be given as [14] - [16] 
where κ L i > 0 and ν L i ≥ 2 are the positive constants. According to the realistic measurements, κ L i can be set to κ L i = 10 −18 and ν L i can be set ν L i = 3. Then, the energy consumption is given by
By using latency requirement, one has
Different UEs may have different computation capabilities and the constraints of f L i is given by
where f L i,max is the maximum computation capacity that the i-th UE can achieve and is finite.
C. Task Offloading
For UEs who decide to offload the task, i.e., ∀i ∈ O, the transmitted signal is written as
denotes the transmission power of the i-th UE and b i denotes the transmitting data symbol with unity average power E(|b i | 2 ) = 1. Then, the received signal at the RRHs is given by y = i∈O h i p T r i b i + z, where h i ∈ C K·J denotes the channel state information (CSI) from i-th UE to all the RRHs, z denotes the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector and is assumed to be distributed as CN (0, σ 2 I). Then, the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) can be expressed by
where m i ∈ C K·J denotes the receive beamforming vector in RRHs for the i-th UE. Defining the maximum transmission power as P i,max , we obtain
Thus, the achievable rate for the UE i is given by
where B is the wireless channel bandwidth. If the i-th UE decides to offload the task to ME-RAN, the task data D i has to be transmitted to ME-RAN. From (9), the transmission time is given by
If the i-th UE decides to offload computation, the energy consumption is given by
D. Mobile Edge Cloud (ME)
It is assumed that ME hosts both mobile clone (MC) pool for service computation and BBU pool for communication computation.
1) MC Pool: If the task is offloaded to mobile clone, the execution time in the i-th mobile clone can be expressed as
where f C i is the computational capability of the i-th mobile clone. Then, the total time including data offloading and execution is given by
As in [14] , the time for sending data back to UE in the downlink is ignored. Then, the following QoS constraints must hold
Assuming that different mobile clones may have different computational capabilities and the constraint of the computation capacity of the i-th mobile clone is given by
where f C i,max is the maximum computation capacity that is allocated to the i-th mobile clone.
For the UE that is able to perform the computation locally, the condition for this UE to choose to offloading is that
In fact, C6 can imply that UE only considers offloading if its offloading energy consumption is smaller than its local execution. Furthermore, the number of mobile clones is normally constrained by the number of virtual machines (or the number of CPU cores in the physical machines). Therefore, one has
where F C is the maximal number of mobile clones which can be offered by the MC pool. One can also rewrite (17) as
where i∈O m i 2 0 stands for the number of offloading UEs and
Thus, C7 implies that the maximum number of UEs that the MC can serve is F C .
2) BBU Pool: In [17] , the architecture of general processing processor (GPP) based BBU pool was presented and it showed that the required computational resource of BBU is influenced by the number of served UEs. Studies [11] , [18] have shown that the computational capability in BBU is affected by the data rate of the serving UEs. Therefore, one can assume the computational resource required in BBU pool is as
where U (in cycle/bit) describes how much computing resource is required in the BBU to process one bit data. Without loss of generality, we assume U = 1 cycle/bit in this paper. Then one can have the practical constraint as C8 :
where F B (in cycles/second) is the maximum computational capacity in the BBU pool. Note that, in the ME-RAN, service computing capacity F C and communication computing capacity F B can be allocated and adjusted according to the requirements.
E. Problem Formulation
Define binary variables s i ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ N , where s i = 1 denotes that the UE chooses to offload, s i = 0 represents UE decides to compute the task locally. Then, one can formulate the energy minimization problem for all the UEs as P1 :
min
where s, f , p T r and m are the collection of all the decision variables, the allocated computing resource (including f C i and f L i ), the power consumption for all the UEs and the receive beamforming vectors in ME-RAN, respectively. One can see that the sets O, L and O L are also variables, which will be decided during the process of our proposed algorithm next. One can also see that P1 is a non-convex mixed-integer programming, as the decision variable s is binary and f , p T r and m are continuous. The exhaustive search may be applied to this problem, but with very high complexity.
III. DISTRIBUTED LOCAL DECISION ALGORITHM (DLDA)
A. Analysis to P1
From P1, one can have the following observations:
r Due to C1 − C2, not all the UEs are able to complete the tasks locally. For those UEs which cannot complete the tasks themselves, they have to seek MC for help. Thus, offloading priority has to give to the UEs which can not conduct the tasks. In this case, C6 is no longer needed.
r Due to C3 − C4, not all the UEs are able to offload their computations, as the required transmission power may be larger than the maximal power capability of the UEs.
r Due to C6, not all the UEs in set O L are willing to offload the tasks, as the required transmission energy consumption may be larger than their local executing energy consumption. Therefore, those UEs can be removed from the final offloading set. However, it is difficult for UE itself to know how much energy it needs to offload, as it is affected by the decisions of other UEs and the interference caused by them.
r Due to the limitation of the available resources in ME-RAN, i.e., C5, C7 and C8, not all the offloading requests from the UEs can be accepted by ME-RAN. Thus, access control has to be imposed to decide the feasible offloading set.
r One can also notice that C7 may determine the maximum number of UEs allowed to offload, whereas C5 and C8 may determine which UEs can be allowed to offload, based on their required offloading resource. Based on the above observation, we propose the following offloading protocol: r Step 1: Each UE conducts local decision (i.e., DLDA, introduced in Section III-B to decide if offloading is to its interest, based on local information, such as channel state information and processing capacity, etc. Only those UEs that meet the offloading criteria send the requests to the ME-RAN for resource competition.
r Step 2: Based on the offloading requests receiving from the UEs, ME-RAN will conduct centralized decision and resource allocation algorithm (CAR, introduced in Section IV or CAR-E and CAR-D, introduced in Section V). CAR (or CAR-E and CAR-D) will decide which UEs can be allowed to offload, how much power each UE can apply and the resource allocation. Then ME-RAN sends the above instructions to each UE. r Step 3: Each UE follows the instructions received from ME-RAN and proceed to offload, such as applying the required offloading power. In above protocol, Step 1 can decrease the overhead and traffic between UE and ME-RAN in wireless channel, as UE which does not see the offloading benefit will not send the offloading request. This can also reduce the complexity of central decision in Step 2, as the variable space of central decision is reduced. Note that after each UE receives the instructions from ME-RAN in step 2 (i.e., the offloading power, etc), all the UEs are required to follow the instructions and apply the corresponding resource allocation, e.g., adjusting its offloading power. Similar assumption has been made in references, such as [19] .
One may reformulate P1 as min s,f ,p T r ,m i∈N
The above problem (23) may be further reformulated as
where M is a very large value and i∈N s i is the number of offloading UEs. Proof: By using C6, one can have
is the constant. Therefore, increasing s i will further reduce the objective value of (23) . Furthermore, as E T r i is a positive value, reducing the sum of E T r i will also reduce the objective value of (23). By using the large value of M in (24), we can first increase the number of offloaded UEs as many as possible. At the same time, we reduce the total energy consumption for all the offloaded UEs. Therefore, one can see that minimizing the objective of (23) can be possibly done by minimizing objective of (24) . Although this transformation is not optimal, it is especially useful to the practical system, as normally the UEs would like to offload the tasks to the cloud to save their local resource if possible (or if there is available resource).
B. Distributed Local Decision Algorithm (DLDA)
Before we show the DLDA in Algorithm 1, some propositions are presented first.
Proposition 1: If UE conducts the task itself, the optimal CPU frequency is given by f L * i = F i T i and the local energy consumption is given as
, this UE can not complete the task locally, and has to offload the task to cloud.
Proof: For each UE conducting the task itself, the minimization of energy consumption can be written as
For above problem, as the delay constraint for the task is T i , one can easily obtain the optimal clock frequency as
the optimal local executing power as
which means the minimum clock frequency required for executing the task locally is larger than the maximum clock frequency available at this UE.
Proposition 2: If UE decides to offload, the minimal transmission power is
Proof: The minimal transmission power is determined by the minimum achievable rate. By using C4 and C5, one can get the minimum achievable rate as
Then, from (7) and (9), one can get the transmission power as
where ι = k∈O,k =i p T r k ||m H i h k || 2 + σ 2 ||m i || 2 . The minimal transmission power can be obtained by assuming there is only one UE conducting offloading, i.e., no interference from other UEs. By applying channel-matched decoding vector, one can get the minimal transmitting power as (26). Note that from (26), the minimum transmit power can be calculated based only on local information, since the required information is available at each UE. Then, based on above analysis, we propose the local decision DLDA conducted in each UE to initially decide O L , O H , R and L, without any global information.
DLDA is summarized in Algorithm 1, where each UE first checks if it can complete task locally, by solving P1.1. The UEs that cannot complete the tasks will be assigned high priority (adding them to O H ). Otherwise, they can be added to N \O H . For the UEs in the set O H , if their minimal transmission power obtained from (26) is larger than the maximal power, i.e., p T r i,min > P i,max , then they will be moved from O H to R. For the UEs in the set ∀i ∈ N \O H \R, if the UEs are not able to offload the tasks, i.e., p T r i,min > P i,max , then the UEs will be added into set L as well. For the rest of UEs in set ∀i ∈ N \O H \R, they can be added into offloading set O L as the offloading candidates, which will be updated in central decision next based on available resource in MC-RAN.
For the UE finally accepted by MC-RAN to offload task, its transmission power needs to meet the following constraint (30), otherwise this UE may not have interest in offloading.
where
and E L * i is given by Proposition 1. Proposition 3: For each UE choosing to offload, minimizing its offloading energy consumption is equivalent to minimizing its transmitting power consumption.
Proof: The transmission energy minimization of each UE can be formulated as
For P1.2, the objective function can be written as
By taking the derivative of E T r i with respect of p T r i , one can get
and ι is given in (29). Since the denominator in (33) is greater than 0, we only need to take the numerator, i.e., λ(p T r i ), into account. By taking the derivative of λ(p T r i ) with respect of p T r i , one can get
Therefore, one can see that λ(p T r i ) is an increasing function with respect to p T r i . As
i increases with the increase of p T r i . Therefore, the minimal transmission energy can be obtained if the minimal transmission power is applied.
Proposition 4: For each UE choosing to offload, the minimal transmitting energy is given by
where the optimal computational resource is given as
Proof: From (26) and (28), one can see that if f C i = f C i,max , the minimal transmission power can be obtained. Then, from Proposition 3, f C * i = f C i,max must also hold for obtaining UE's minimal offloading energy. This is intuitive as that all the UEs normally try to use all the possible computing resource from cloud to save their energy consumption. Therefore, the optimal computational resource allocated to each offloaded UE can be obtained as f C * i = f C i,max . In the next step, UEs in sets O H and O L will send offloading requests to ME-RAN for communication and computation resource competition. UEs in set O H will be given high priority.
As the resource may be limited, access control is conducted. If being declined by ME-RAN, UEs in set O L will be moved to set L and conduct tasks locally, whereas UEs in set O H will be moved to set R and postpone the task execution to the next time slot.
IV. CENTRALIZED DECISION AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION ALGORITHM (CAR)
After receiving the offloading requests from UEs in sets O = O H ∪ O L obtained in last section, CAR is conducted in ME-RAN to decide the final offloading set and resource allocation. Thus, one can summarize the proposed CAR as Algorithm 2. Next we will introduce how we deal with above Case I, Case II and Case III in Algorithm 3, Algorithm 4 and Algorithm 5, respectively.
A. Case I
If the resource is large enough, then no access control is needed and ME-RAN will accept all the requests from UEs. Thus, we only have to deal with the resource allocation problem. In this case, C7 as well as C8 can be removed and (24) can be rewritten as
According to Proposition 3, for each UE, reducing the power consumption is equivalent to minimizing its energy consumption. Therefore, we assume all the UEs would like to reduce its own power consumption when we consider to minimize the energy consumption of all the UEs as a whole (i.e., (36)). In fact, saving each UE's power assumption can also reduce the interference to other UEs, thereby saving energy consumption of other UEs. As a result, energy consumption minimization in (36) can be transformed to power minimization as min p T r ,m i∈O
Similar to [20] , we consider (38) first, and then check if the individual energy consumption constraint C6 can be met (i.e., if offloading can save UE's energy consumption).
For (38), one can have its dual problem as
where v i ∈ C K·J is the virtual downlink transmission beamforming vector from all the RRHs to i-th UE, v is a collection of all the v i , r V D i is the virtual downlink transmission data rate defined as [19] . Assume m * , p Tr * and v * as the optimal solutions to problems (38) and (39), respectively. Then similar to [20] , v * and m * can be set to be identical and moreover, one can have i∈O p T r i = i∈O v H i v i in above problems. Also, similar to [19] , for any given feasible solution to problem (39), one can always find a corresponding feasible solution to problem (38), and vice versa. Therefore, problems (38) and (39) can take the same optimal value with the same set of beamforming vectors, i.e., v * and m * can be set to be identical.
In problem (39), C11 can be transformed to the second-order cone (SOC) constraint in the virtual downlink as [21] 1 − 1
(40) Therefore, (39) becomes
One can see that (41) is a convex problem which can be solved efficiently, i.e., using interior point method. Then similar to [19] , by setting m = v and using fixed-point method in (38), p T r can be obtained. Then, we define a new set B 1 that includes UEs in set O L whose energy consumption are larger than their local energy consumption. Then one can have
Define a set of the normalized violation factor for each user's energy consumption in B 1 as {η
is not empty, some UEs in B 1 may be moved from O L to L and execute locally. Our idea is to first remove the i * -th UE with the biggest normalized violation factor, i.e., i * = argmax(η i , i ∈ B 1 ) from set O L and then redo problem (41) again until B 1 = ∅. Therefore, we can summarize the process to solve Case I in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3: Case I in CAR.
1: Obtain p T r from (38) and (39) and obtain Similar with above, the problem can be rewritten as the following power minimization.
Further, the dual problem can be written as
Again, similar to [19] , we can see that for any given feasible solution to problem (43), one can always find a corresponding feasible solution to problem (44), and vice versa. If we assume m * , p Tr * and v * as the optimal solutions to problems (43) and (44), respectively, one can set v * and m * to be identical. Also, one can have i∈O H p T r i = i∈O H v H i v i in above problems. Then, we will focus on how to solve (44). Two obstacles still avoid us to directly solve the problem because: 1) the feasibility of the problem is still unknown and 2) the non-smooth indicator functions in the constraints are hard to tackle. Next, we will show how to deal with the above two hurdles.
Inspired by [22] , one can use nonnegative auxiliary variables in (44) to deal with the feasibility problem, which can then be transformed to 
where θ is a small positive value. One can see that a very small
x results in f θ (x) ≈ 0, whereas a large x leads to f θ (x) ≈ 1.
Then C12 and C13 can be approximated as C15 and C16, respectively.
C15
:
C16
In practice, we set θ = 10 −3 , and if v i 2 < 10 −3 , one can set v i 2 = 0 to make above transformation feasible. Then, by using C15 and C16, problem (45) can be transformed into the following problem
Problem (49) is more tractable than (45), as both the objective function and constraints in (49) are continuous and differentiable. Although Problem (49) is still nonconvex due to the concavity of f θ (·) in C15 and C16, it is a well-known difference of convex (d.c.) program, which can be solved effectively by using the SCA method [23] . This approach was proposed to approximate the concave function as Taylor expansion with first order. Therefore, by using the concavity of f θ (x), one can have
is the first-order derivative of x. By replacing f θ (·) in (49) with the right hand side of (50), we can solve the following optimization in the (t + 1) th iteration as
Algorithm 4: Case II in CAR. 1: Initialize t = 1, v(0) and α(0) 2: while Convergence or pre-defined iterations reached do 3: Solve (51) to get v(t) with v(t − 1), α(t − 1); 4: Update α(t) with v(t); 5: end while 6:
One can see that (51) is a convex problem, which can be solved by interior point method efficiently. The UE with the largest gap to its required data rate, i.e., y i in C14 are most likely to be forced to further reduce its virtual downlink transmission power to zero and encouraged to drop out of O H eventually. However, UE with smallest gap to its target data rate, such as y i = 0 in C14 will keep its virtual downlink transmission power non-zero and thus one can have ||v i || 2 0 = 1 to indicate UE is accepted by ME-RAN. We summarize the process to solve Case II as Algorithm 4, where v(t) and α(t) are the collection of v i (t) and α i (t), i ∈ O H respectively, in the t-th iteration.
C. Case III
If the resource is not enough to accept all the offloaded UEs but is able to accommodate the UEs with high priority (i.e., UE i ∈ O H ), then access control is only imposed on the UEs in set O L . Thus, after guaranteeing the resource in O H , the remaining resource in ME-RAN is given by
C20
Then, (24) can be rewritten as
where {y i , i ∈ O L } is a set of nonnegative auxiliary variables to ensure the feasibility of above problem, y is a collection 
is applied to guarantee the offloading date rate from O H whereas C22 is the relaxed constraint to guarantee the offloading date rate from O L . One can see that (54) is a convex problem which can be solved efficiently. Similar with Case II, define a new set B 2 that includes UEs in set O L whose energy consumption are larger than their local energy consumption as
Also, define a set of the normalized violation factor for each user's energy
move i * -th UE with i * = argmax(η i , i ∈ B 2 ) from set O L to set L and then redo problem (54) again until B 2 = ∅. One can summarize the process to solve Case III as Algorithm 5.
V. FAST DECISION AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION ALGORITHM
One can see that above Case II and Case III in CAR include iterations (i.e., while loop using interior point method), which may increase the complexity of the algorithm. In this section, we provide two fast CAR algorithms with low complexities, i.e., UEs with largest saved energy consumption accepted first (CAR-E) and UEs with smallest required data rate accepted first (CAR-D). Note that in this section, we only consider how to reduce the complexity for Case II and Case III in CAR in the last section, while the algorithm for Case I will be the same as before.
A. UE With Largest Saved Energy Consumption Accepted First (CAR-E)
In this subsection, CAR-E is introduced, where UEs with largest saved energy consumption are accepted first. The idea behind this algorithm is that we first assume there are enough resources (i.e., no constraints C7 and C8) and obtain the allocated power for each UE. Then, the UE with the maximum saved energy consumption will be accepted first until either C7 or C8 is violated. Therefore, (51) can be rewritten as (55), if without considering the resource constraints C7 and C8. 
Then we first accept UE i * = argmax(E L * i − E T r * i , i ∈ O H ), until C7 or C8 is violated (i.e., the resource has all used up). UE which can not be accepted from O H will be moved to R and execute in the next time slot. Therefore, one can have the process for solving Case II by using CAR-E as in Algorithm 6.
Similarly, for Case III, (54) can be rewritten as (56), if without considering the resource constraints C7 and C8.
Define the set for UEs whose energy consumption are smaller than their local energy consumption as
and also define a set of the normalized saved energy consumption as
Then, our idea is to first accept the i * -th UE with the biggest normalized saving power, i.e., UE i * = argmax( i , i ∈ D 1 ), until C7 or C8 is violated. UE which can not be accepted from O L will be moved to L and execute the task locally. Then, we can solve Case III by using CAR-E as in Algorithm 7.
B. UE With Smallest Required Data Rate Accepted First (CAR-D)
In this subsection, CAR-D is proposed, where UE with smallest required data rate is accepted first. Similarly with above, we first assume that there are enough resources and then UEs with the smallest required data rate will be accepted sequentially until either C7 or C8 is violated. One can have the process to deal with Case II in CAR-D as Algorithm 8, where in step 4, one sees that we accept the UE with smallest required data rate first.
For Case III in CAR-D, similarly with before, we first define the set for UEs whose energy consumption is larger than its local energy consumption, i.e., D 2 = {i|E L * i ≤ E T r * i , i ∈ O L } and then accept the UE in D 2 with smallest required data rate first, until either C7 or C8 is violated. The whole process is shown in Algorithm 9.
VI. SIMULATION
In this section, simulation results are presented to show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Matlab with CVX tool [24] has been applied.
A. Setup
The simulation scenario is shown in Fig. 2 , where there are N = 20 UEs, each with one antenna and L = 20 RRHs, each equipped with K = 2 antennas. All the RRHs and UEs are assumed to be randomly distributed in a square area of coordinates [0, 2000] × [0, 2000] meters. The path and penetration loss are assumed as p(d) = 148.1 + 37.6log10(d), where d (km) is the propagation distance. It is assumed that the small scale fading is independent circularly symmetric Gaussian process distributed as CN (0, 1). The noise power spectral density is assumed to be −75 dBm/Hz and the system bandwidth B is set to 10 MHz, the maximum transmission power for each UE is set to 1 W. Moreover, the computation resource in each UEs f L i,min is 10 6 cycles/s, while the maximum computation capacity for each mobile clone f C i,min is 10 8 cycles/s. The time slot T i is set to 1 s for all the UEs. Unless noted otherwise, each UE has the computing task to be completed, with the transmission data D i , i ∈ N and has CPU cycles required F i , i ∈ N randomly selected as shown in Table I . Next, we examine our proposed algorithm (i.e., CAR) and the low complexity algorithms (i.e., CAR-E and CAR-D), with the following solutions for comparison. with the objective of minimizing the sum energy consumption for all the UEs. Note that for UEs neither conduct the tasks locally, nor offload to the cloud, i.e., in set R, we still calculate their local energy consumption by using Proposition 1 and assuming f L * i = f L i,max in the simulation, which is only for the convenience of the comparison.
B. Results and Insights
In Fig. 3-Fig. 6 , F C = 20 is set, while in Fig. 7-Fig. 10 , F B = 9 × 10 6 cycles/s is assumed. Fig. 3 shows the sum energy consumption of all the UEs versus capacity of BBU pool, i.e., F B . One can see that with the increase of the BBU capacity, sum energy consumption is decreased. This is because as BBU capacity improves, more UEs can be allowed to offloading, which leads to more UEs benefiting from cloud and saving their energy. After the capacity of BBU pool reaches 8 × 10 6 cycles/s, the energy consumption keeps unchanged, as all the UEs required offloading are accepted. One can also see that ES achieves the smallest sum energy consumption, but as we mentioned before with prohibitive complexity. However, the performance of our proposed CAR, CAR-D and CAR-E are all every close to ES algorithm, especially with the increase of the BBU pool capacity. CAR can achieve the second best performance for the most of the examined values, with the help of 'while loop', as shown before. This operation will gradually remove the UE with the largest gap to its desired transmitting data rate from the offloading set. Fig. 4 shows the number of UEs which can successfully complete the tasks versus capacity of BBU pool. One can see that with the increase of the BBU capacity, the number of UEs which can complete the tasks also increases. This is because with the increase of BBU capacity, more UEs which can not execute tasks before now can complete the computations in required time with the help of cloud. However, one sees that seven UEs can not complete the tasks via its own local execution. One can also notice that after the BBU capacity reaches 3 × 10 6 cycles/s, no UEs fail in completing the tasks, either via local executing or offloading. When the BBU capacity is only 1 × 10 6 cycles/s, three UEs fail in completing tasks using CAR-D, whereas four UEs fail in finishing tasks using other algorithms. Surprisingly, our proposed low complexity algorithm, i.e., CAR-D make more UEs complete tasks than other algorithms, including ES and our proposed CAR. This is because ES and CAR focusing on minimizing the sum energy consumption of all the UEs, thus resulting in some UE declined in offloading, where as CAR-D can accept more UEs, leading to a little bit higher sum energy consumption in some cases. Fig. 5 shows the utilization of the MC versus capacity of BBU pool, i.e., F B , where the utilization of the MC is defined as that the number of accepted UEs over the whole capacity of the MC. One can see that with the increase of BBU capacity, the utilization increases as well until nearly one. This is because when BBU capacity improves, more UEs can be allowed to offload, leading to high utilization of MC. One sees that CAR-D achieves the best performance, even better than ES. This is because ES focuses on minimizing the sum energy consumption for all the UEs, thus may decline some UEs which contribute to increase of the whole energy consumption. However, CAR-D accepts the UEs with smallest required data first, until all the resource of BBU pool is used up, leading to high utilization of both BBU and MC pool. Fig. 6 shows utilization of the BBU pool versus capacity of BBU pool, where the utilization of the BBU pool is defined as all the processing data rate in BBU pool over the whole capacity of BBU pool. One can see that with the increase of BBU capacity, the utilization increases first until nearly one, and then drops. This is because when BBU capacity is small, most of the UEs are declined for offloading, resulting in low utilization of BBU pool. Also, when BBU capacity is large, the resource may be too much, leading to low utilization of BBU pool as well. As our objective is not to maximize the utilization, thus different algorithms may have different performance over different examined values. This figure can give us some insight on how to decide the BBU capacity, i.e., F B at the later stage. If one can proper decide the BBU capacity F B , computation efficiency may be improved and resource waste can be avoid. However, to decide the proper F B is out of the scope of this paper.
Next, we will check the influence of the MC pool's resource to all the algorithms. Fig. 7 shows the sum energy consumption of all the UEs versus capacity of MC pool, i.e., F C . Similarly with before, one sees that with the increase of the recourse of MC pool, the sum energy consumption decreases for most of the cases, as expected. One may note that the energy consumption at F C = 7 is a little bit higher than the case of F C = 6. This is because we assume that even for UEs in set R, we still calculate their local energy consumption by using Proposition 1 Fig. 8 . The number of UEs which can successfully complete the tasks versus capacity of MC pool, i.e., F C . and assuming f L * i = f L i,max , although their QoS requirement (i.e., constraint C1) is violated. However, it is easy to see that at the case of F C = 7, more UEs can meet their QoS requirement, although the energy consumption is a little bit high. When the capacity of mobile clone reaches 19, the sum energy consumption keeps unchanged, as all the UEs requesting for offloading are accepted, therefore no more energy saving can be made. Similarly with before, one sees that ES achieves the best performance and our proposed CAR is every close to ES, especially with the increase of the MC's capacity. CAR-D achieves the worst performance, as it focuses on adding the UE with the smallest data rate requirement into the offloading set first, leading to the largest offloading set. In another words, CAR-D normally makes more UEs benefiting from offloading, but not necessarily the minimum sum energy consumption for all the UEs. Surprisingly, CAR-E achieves smaller sum energy consumption for some examined values than CAR. This is because CAR-E accepts UE with largest saving energy first, leading to better performance than CAR in some cases. However, CAR can better balance the energy saving and the number of accepted UEs. Fig. 8 shows the number of UEs which can successfully complete the tasks versus capacity of MC pool. One can see that seven UEs fails in completing without the help of cloud (i.e., via Local execution). However, with the increase of the MC pool capacity, the number of UEs which can successfully complete the tasks increases, as expected. When the there is only one mobile clone (i.e., the MC capacity is 1), six UEs cannot complete the tasks, while when the capacity of MC pool reaches 7, no UEs failing in completing. Fig. 9 shows the utilization versus capacity of MC pool. One sees that with the increase of MC capacity, the utilization increases as well until nearly one, as expected. This is because when MC capacity increases, more UEs can be allowed to offload, leading to high utilization of MC pool. Fig. 10 shows utilization of the BBU pool versus capacity of MC pool. One can see that with the increase of MC capacity, Fig. 9 . Utilization of the mobile clones versus capacity of MC pool, i.e., F C . Fig. 10 . Utilization of the BBU pool versus capacity of MC pool, i.e., F C . the utilization increases until nearly one as well. CAR-D has the lowest utilization, for the reason that CAR-D accepts the UEs with the smallest required data rate first, resulting in low utilization.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel ME-RAN architecture, which can support UEs' offloading and computation. Unified offloading framework has been presented and energy consumption minimization problem has been proposed to formulate as a non-convex mixed-integer optimization, which is hard to solve in general. The DLDA and CAR are introduced to deal with decision making and resource allocation, with the priority given to UEs which cannot complete the tasks locally. Two low complexity algorithms, i.e., CAR-E and CAR-D have also been proposed. Simulation results have been provided to show the effectiveness of the proposed architecture and algorithms. Future work will be focused on how to design the computation resource allocation algorithm between the BBU and MC in edge cloud.
